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ABSTRACT 
Let T be a linear transformation on the set of m X n matrices with entries in an 
algebraically closed field. If T maps the set of all matrices whose rank is k into itself, 
and if n > 3 k /2, then the rank of A is the rank of T(A) for every m X n matrix. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let M,,,(F) denote the set of all m X n matrices over the algebraically 
closed field F, and let p(A) denote the rank of A. We define a rank-k-pre- 
server to be a linear transformation T: M,,,(F) + M,, ,( F) such that p(A) = 
k implies &T(A)) = k. Further, if T is a rank-k-preserver, we say that T 
preserves rank-k matrices. A linear transformation T which is a rank-k-pre- 
server for each k, k = 1 , . . . ,min(m, n), is called a rank preserver. If T is a rank 
preserver, then there exist nonsingular m x m and n x n matrices U and V 
respectively such that either: 
(i) T(A) = UAV for all A E M,,,(F), or 
(ii) m = n and T(A) = UA”V for all A E M,,,(F), where At denotes the 
transpose of A. 
This was proven by Marcus and Moyls in [7]. Marcus and Moyls [8] also 
showed that if T is a rank-l-preserver, then T is a rank preserver. They used 
algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0. In 1967, Westwick generalized 
these results to all algebraically closed fields [9]. Beasley [l, 31 has shown that 
if T preserves rank-k matrices for max(m, n) 6 k + 1 or max(m, n) > 2k - 2, 
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then T is a rank preserver (and hence has the form given above). This paper 
extends that result to all k with max(m, n) > 3k/2. 
Let E be a set of nonnegative integers, and let R, denote the subset of 
M,,,(F) consisting of ail matrices A with p(A) E E. We say that a linear 
transformation T: M,,,,(F) + M,,,(F) is an R,- preserver if p(A) E E im- 
plies that p(T(A)) E E. Thus, a rank-k-preserver is an R{,)-preserver, or 
simply an R,-preserver. For convenience, throughout the remainder of the 
paper we will assume that m d tr. This causes no loss of generality. 
In [4] Beasley showed that if T is an R,-preserver, where E is a proper 
subset of {1,2,. . . , m}, and either T is nonsingular, E = (1,. . . , k) (k < m), or 
E = {k,..., m} (k > l), then T is a rank preserver. Further, in [5] it was shown 
thatifTisasingularR,-preserverandkEE,thenImT~R,,G={O,l,..., 
maxje El>?. 
II. R,-PRESERVERS 
We now continue the study of R,-preservers with 
THEOREM 1. If E is a subset of (1,. . . , m} and if there exists a singular 
R,- preserver, then there exists a subset G of (1,. . . ,m} with G I? E = 0, and 
an R,- preserver T+ such that Ker T+ c R, u{O} and Im T+ c R,, U(O), 
whereG”istheccnnplem.entofGin(l,...,m}. 
Proof. Suppose T is a singular R,-preserver, and let 
Tl = T. (*> 
If there are nonzero A, E ImT, and B, E Ker Tl such that p(A,) = p(B,), 
then there are nonsingular matrices Vi and V, such that U, A rV, = B,. Let 
T,: M,, JF) -+ M,,,(F) be the linear transformation defined by T,(X) = 
T,(U,T,(X)V,). Now, if AE R,, then since Tl is an R,-preserver and 
@JizVi) = ~(2) for all 2 E M,,,(F), we have p( T,(U,T,( A)V,)) E E, so that 
T, is an R,-preserver. Further, since A, E Im Tl and T,(U,A,V,) = T,(B,) = 0, 
we have dim Im T, < dim Im Tl. If there are nonzero A, E Im T, and B, E 
Ker T,, then repeat the above argument from (* ), replacing subscript l’s by 
subscript 2’s and 2’s by 3’s, in order to show that T3 is an R,-preserver and 
dimIm T3 < dimIm T,. Continue this process until for T,, Im T, c R,, U{O} 
and Ker T, c R, U {0} for some subset G of (1,. . . ,m} such that G n E = 0. 
[Otherwise one could find A,+i E Im T, and B,,, E Ker T, such that p(A,+i) 
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= p(B,+,).] Note also that this must happen in at most nm steps, since 
dim M,, J F) = mn. Let T+ = T,, and the lemma follows. n 
An immediate corollary concerning R,-preservers is: 
COROLLARY 1. Zf E is a proper subset of (1,. . . , m}, then there exists a 
singular R,- preserver if and only if there exist a proper subset G of (1,. . . ,m> 
with G n E = 0, and subspaces H, and H, of M,,,(F) with H, g R, U{O} 
and H, G R,, U(O} such that M,, JF) = H,@ H,. 
We also state as a corollary the specific case of Theorem 1 for E a 
singleton, using [5, Theorem 41. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf there exists a singular rank-k-preserver, then there exists 
a subset G of {l,..., k} and a rank-k-preserver T such that Im T c R, U {0} 
and Ker T c R,, U (0). 
III. RANK-k-PRESERVERS 
A subspace K of M,,,(F) is called a rank-k space if A E K implies 
p(A) = k or A = 0. In [2] it was shown that dimK < max( k + 1, n - k + 1) for 
all rank-k spaces K. Throughout this section we shall assume k < m < n < 2k 
- 2, since the structure of all rank-k-preservers is known for n 2 2k - 2 [3]. 
WeusethenotationA[a,,a,,...,a,]j3i,&,...,&] todenotethesubmatrix 
of A on rows aI, az,. . . , a, and columns pi, &. . . . ,&. 
We begin with 
LEMMA 1. Zf T preserves rank-k matrices, then Ker T n R, = 0, where 
E={2k-n+l,...,k-1). 
Proof. Suppose T is a rank-k-preserver and Ker T C-J R, * 0. Let A be a 
matrix such that T(A)=0 and 2k-n+lgp(A)<k-1. We may assume 
without loss of generality that 
A= ‘s ’ 
[ 1 0 0’ 
where s = p(A). 
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Let Dj be the j x j matrix (S,, j_ t+ r ) where S,, Q is the Kronecker delta. That is, 
To * . . 
Dj=’ ‘1 . . . I 0 . . 10.. 
and Dj is j X j. Let 
Ok,i-I Dk 0 k,n-k-i+1 
‘m-k,i-1 ‘mpksk ‘m-k,n-k-i+1 1 
and 
‘i,n-k+i ‘i,k-i 
‘i = Ok-i,n-k+i Dk-i 
‘m-k,n-k+i ‘m-k,k-i 1 
0 1 
1 0 
. . 
* 0 
for i=l,..., n-k+1 
for i=l,...,s. 
Let K be the subspace of M,,.(F) generated by {Ai}~~~+’ U{B,>f,,. K is a 
spaceofdimensionn-k+l+s.>,n-k+1+2k-n+l=k+2.Further,if 
XEKthen 
n-k+1 
X= c qAi + k ,f3,B,. 
i=l i=l 
If lyi is nonzero for some i, then p(X) = k, and hence p(T(X)) = k. If q = 0 
for all i = 1,. . . , n - k + 1 and if X + 0, then pi * 0 for some i = 1,. . . ,s. In this 
case, say PN * 0 and pi = 0 for alI i < N. 
Recall that 
Now, p(t)=det(tX+A)[l,..., kll,..., N,n-k+N+l,..., n] is a poly- 
nomial of degree k - N in t, and hence is nonzero except at a finite number of 
values of t. Thus, choose to such that to is nonzero and p(t,) * 0. Since X and 
A have nonzero entries in the first k rows only, p(t,X + A) < k. Thus 
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&T&,X + A)) = k. However, T(t,,X + A) = T(t,,X)+ T(A) = T(t,X) = 
toT(X).Thusifai=Ofori=l,...,n-k+landPi#Oforsomei=l,...,s, 
then p(T(X)) = k. That is, T(K) is a rank-k space and dim T(K) = dimK > k 
+ 2, a contradiction to [2, Corollary], since k +2 > k + 1 > n - k + 1. Thus 
KerTnR,=O. n 
We shall use E,, j to denote the matrix in M,,,(F) whose (k, j) entry is 1 
and all other entries 0. We denote by W the subspace of M,, “(F) such that if 
AEWthen 
A, A2 A= A 
[ 1 0 ’ where A, is k X k. 3 
If S is a subset of M ,,,( F) then (S) will denote the subspace of M,,,(F) 
generated by S. 
THEOREM 2. If n > 3k/2 and T preserves rank-k matrices, then T is 
nonsingular. 
Proof. Suppose T is singular; then by [l, Theorem 4.21 there is nonzero 
X E Ker T with p(X) < k. By Theorem 1, we can assume T = T+, that is, 
there is a subset G of (1,2,. . . , k} such that ImT G R, U{O} and Ker T c R,, 
U{O}.LetAbeinKerTwiths=p(A)<kandp(A)>,p(B)forallB~KerT 
such that p(B) c k. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
A= ‘S ’ 
[ 1 0 0’
Further, by lemma 1, s < 2k - n < 2k - 3k/2 = k/2. Since T is a rank-k- 
preserver, there is a rank-k matrix in Im T, and X E Im T implies p(X) 6 k. 
Thus we may assume without loss of generality that Im T c W [l, Lemma 
2.21. 
Consider the rank-l space ((Ek+l,k+i}y~:) = H. If T(X) = 0 for some 
nonzero XEH, then T(A+X)=T(A)+T(X)=O+O, since AEK~~T. 
However, p( A + X) = s + 1, which is obvious from the structure of A and X, 
contradicting the fact that p(A) > p(B) for B E Ker T with p(B) < k since 
s + 1~ k. Let H = (hjj) E H. Here, there is L E Im T such that T(H) = T(L), 
sinceT=T+isanisomorphismonImT.Thatis,T(H-L)=Oor(H-L)E 
ker T. 
Suppose p( H - L) ( k. In this case p(tA + H - L) > p(A) for some t, 
since det(tA + H - L)[l, . . . ,s, k + 111,. . . ,s, k + i] is a polynomial of degree s, 
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where k + i is chosen so that h,, 1 k+i * 0 (which must exist if H * 0), and 
hence by the choice of A, p(tA 4 H - L) > k. Note that since Im T c W, 
1 ktl,kti =O. Since p(tA+ H- L)gp(tA)+p(H- L) and p(tA)< k/2, we 
have p(H - L) z k/2. That is, p(H - L) >, k. Since L E Im T, p(L) =G k. 
Thus p( H - L) G k + 1. Since T( H - L) = 0, and T preserves rank-k matrices, 
p(H - L) = k + 1. Since p(H) = 1, we have p(L) = k and thus p(T(L)) = k, 
and so p(T( H)) = p(T( L)) = k. Since H was arbitrary, p(T( H)) = k for all 
H E H. 
Let 
Ol,i 0 l,k Ol,n-k-i 
0 *k Ok,“-k-i 
0 :“k-l,i Om-k-l,, om-k-l,n-k-i 
and let K = ({Xi}~Z~,H,(y)), where 
I > i = O,...,n - k, 
0 stl,k-s 0 s+l,s-1 
*k-s 0 k-s,s-1 * 
‘m-k-l,k-s om-k-l,s-l 1 
Here if K E K, 
n-k n-k 
K= C aiXi+PY+ C YiEk+l,k+iy 
i=O i=l 
since H = ({Ek+i,k+i};:;). 
Now, if cw,*O for some i, i=l,..., n-k+l, then p(K)=k, so that 
p(T(K))= k. If q = 0, i = l,..., n-k+l,andj3*O,thenp(A+K)=k,so 
thatp(T(K))=p(T(A+K))=k,sinceT(A)=O.Ifcwi=O,i=1,...,n-k+ 
1, and j? = 0, then K E H and hence p(T(K)) = k. Thus T(K) is a rank-k 
spaceandTisl-lonK.ThusdimT(K)=dimK=(n-k+l)+l+(n-k)= 
2n - 2k +2, and since n > 3k/2, T(K) is a rank-k space of dimension 
2n - 2k +2 > 3k - 2k +2 = k +2 > k + 1, a contradiction to [2, Corollary], 
since k + 1~ n - k + 1. Thus T is not singular, and the theorem is proved. n 
We now state a corollary to Theorem 2 which summarizes this section and 
[l, 31. 
COROLLARY 3. Zf n z 3k/2, n d k + 1, or m = k, and T is a rank-k-pre- 
server, then there exist m x m and n x n nonsingular matrices U and V 
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respectively such that either: 
(i) T: A = UAV for all A E M,,.(F), or 
(ii) m = n and T: A = UA’V for all A E M,,,(F). 
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